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About This Game

REQUIRES HTC VIVE.

A FPP fantasy VR demo for movement controllers (currently only Vive), in which you can sword fight skeletons and cast spells
by really speaking to the microphone (optional - read manual on Steam to activate).

You can also shoot medieval guns, bows, throw stuff at your enemies, summon and commad your wooden golem minions. It’s
core is a small sandbox, where you can train your skills, but it also has a quest to complete!

You can rush through the game's quest in about 25 minutes, normal paced playthrough can take up to an hour.
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Title: Spell Fighter VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Kubold
Publisher:
Kubold
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-4690 3.5GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 1600 MB available space

Additional Notes: Required Vive

English
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The design isn't looking good.... items included aren't really necessary. I have always identified as a sperm, so I feel like this
game is what lets me finally express myself and is what has helped me come out has transpermic.. Right when I saw this game, I
knew I would love it (what can I say, I'm a sucker for these types of games)
The puzzles took me some time but they weren't OVERLY complex, which is good
The artwork is especially amazing and the soundtrack is pretty calming (except during boss battles of course)
The characters are creative and lovable in my opinion

My only issues are that there are still quite a few glitches in the game, but I realize that those are being worked out
The voices are a bit questionable (Atto's in particular??) but I got used to it
And last of all THAT ENDING. PLEASE TELL ME THE FUTURE LEVELS ARE IN THE MAKING? I'm not a fan of
cliffhangersssssssssss...... soooo many unanswered questions hnngghh

Anyway, so ya, AMAZING atmosphere, GREAT story, puzzles and characters, and I just, highly recommend this game. For
me, it was worth every cent. Its actually pretty good
i would pay for it

Now i can know who i am. Requires a slower more tactical approach. It's not perfect and still a great game!
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Lumo is a very fun game with an oldschool aura about it but unlike some oldschool games it doesnt have that repetitive feel
about it, overall very pleased with this game.. I know it's early access but the physics suck! It's great they've implemented VR
support but it's honestly not worth paying for right now.

Hopefully they can work on improving the flight physics, because right now it's possible to just rotate on the spot if you hold the
stick full left or right.. I'm about 2 hours in but I was reading a bit slow so we can round that down to an hour and a half maybe?
Anyway, I'm really liking this game so far since the characters have great designs and personality but I have yet to come to any
choice. It seems to be hinting at a pretty big story so maybe I still have to slog through more exposition. If you're looking for
something quick to play and get through you might want to look somewhere else but if you like the art and characters I say you
may as well get this while it's on sale!
P.S Everyone is great but Flan and Jo are adorable.. Love the game highly recommend but curious why a game designed to
create vr street art would bother having the time of day change? No cops, Never run out of paint, and definitely don't need the
sun to be setting in the middle of a piece that's the beauty of this game it's realistic without all the aggravating bs that comes
with tagging something in the real world.

Could we PLEASE get a few different canvases that aren't affected by sunlight the lights are annoying as♥♥♥♥♥♥and the
second it gets dark im tempted to just turn off the game and that really sucks.

Please keep up the good work. I really enjoy this game however every playthrough I get to I always run into 3+ years of straight
rainfall resulting in bad wines and bankruptcy. Until this gets fixed there is no point in playing this game.. Probably play this
more then anything. Infinite replay value. My favorite experience, even seated.. Simple and short puzzle game combined with
time travel function. Snail is cute. Music is also nice.
Had to restart the chapter VII due to a small bug. But that's fine since all the chapters are quite short.
I'll give it 7.5/10
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